The Mighty Networks Guide to Metrics for
Member Engagement & Retention
When you’re part of a community you love, it feels magical.
Behind the scenes, it’s data and insights that inform and guide the creation of that magic.
In this guide, we break down three metrics that help you design and deliver a community that
feels magical and brings people back. Then, we’ll show you how to use Mighty Insights™ to track,
measure, and optimize these insights as you grow a community that gets more valuable to every
member with each new person who joins.
These metrics are based on benchmark data from the 10,000+ creators, brands, and coaches
using Mighty Networks today. While each community is unique, the dynamics that build
successful communities mastering something interesting or important together are surprisingly
similar.
With the metrics in this guide, you’ll be able to:

● Create a self-sustaining community where more members contribute, spark discussions,
and make new valuable connections with other members.
● Increase the number of members who return regularly–making your Mighty Network a
weekly or even daily habit.
● Use concrete data from your community to inform experiments, uncover new courses to
offer, and understand which content sparks your highest value engagement.

Metric #1: WAM/MAM & DAM/MAM
It’s easy enough to track total active members. But the secret to sustainable growth over time is
how often members return. Luckily, there’s a way to measure this “stickiness.”
This is done with the industry-standard (and very fun to say fast!) metrics WAM/MAM &
DAM/MAM. These are the ratios of Weekly Active Members to Monthly Active Members, and
then Daily Active Members to Monthly Active Members.

Caption: An analytics dashboard in a sample Mighty Network showing the Overview section of Insights.
How to Use These Metrics

If you’re using Mighty Insights™, you’ll see these metrics automatically loaded in your
dashboard:
● Weekly Active Members / Monthly Active Members (WAM/MAM). These are
members who visit your Mighty Network at least once within seven days divided by
members who visit your Network within a 30-day period.
● Daily Active Members / Weekly Active Members (DAM/WAM). These are members
who visit your Mighty Network at least once in a given day divided by members who visit
your Network within a seven-day period.
Benchmarks to Guide You

Used together, these metrics give you a complete picture of how healthy your retention is and
whether new members are building habits around your community.
We see the following benchmarks in our internal data on successful communities:
A WAM/MAM ratio of 50%. This means members visit your Mighty Network on average two to
three weeks per month.
A ratio of 20% for DAM/MAM. If your ratio is 20%, members visit your Mighty Network an
average of six days of the month.
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Benefits of Using These Metrics

● Get a clear view of how people are using your Mighty Network and the value they are
seeing.
● Craft a weekly calendar that gives a member a set of regular activities to come back to.
●

Spot retention issues early so that you can adjust your community programming.

The metric in action:
A personal training community notices that while they have no trouble attracting new
members, these members tend to quickly lose interest and stop logging in. They set out to
increase their DAM/MAM & WAM/MAM to bring members back to the community.
Hitting the healthy 50-20 ratios
They brainstorm ideas and decide to launch a weekly event series, a new training course aimed
at their ideal member, and a new set of daily exercise routines.
After a month of testing and learning, they start to see that their WAM/MAM is hitting the
healthy 50% ratio and DAM/MAM is hitting the healthy 20% ratio. This means people are
coming back, seeing value, and building habits around the community.

Start Tracking This Metric with Mighty Insights™
All of the metrics you read in this guide are pre-loaded in Mighty Insights™. Inside your Mighty
Network, go to your Network Settings > Premium Analytics > Go to Insights. You’ll see the
chart on the right side at the top of the Overview dashboard.
Top tip: We’ve automatically added the 50% and 20% benchmarks for you. Aim for those goals
and watch your community soar.

Metric #2: Active Members vs. Contributing Members
Active Members are good. Contributing Members are awesome. They are the reason members
come back, so understanding them is essential.
Use this metric to track the percentage of members who make your community more valuable
by contributing and interacting with other members.
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Caption: An analytics dashboard showing the “Members” section of Mighty Insights™.

How to Use These Metrics

The best way to help more people contribute to your community is to look at your data by
cohorts. A cohort is a group of people who start on the same date. Examples of cohorts are
members who started 30 days, 90 days, or a year ago. Looking at them over time will show you
trends in engagement and retention.
In Mighty Insights™, we have two helpful cohorts for you to look at:
➔ Active Members by Cohort. This data shows the number of active members by
different member cohorts defined by the number of days since they joined.
➔ Contributing Members by Cohort. This data shows the number of posts contributed by
different member cohorts defined by the number of days since they joined.
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Benefits of Using This Metric

● Ensure you’re building a self-sustaining community where the activity, content, and
engagement is coming from members.
● Make a plan for helping more Active Members become Contributing Members. Using a
cohort view of members helps to reveal larger trends that might be blocking this
transition.

The metric in action:
A community for women in IT leadership roles is struggling with getting members to
contribute. Most of the conversations are created by the Hosts and a small number of loyal
members.
They know their Active to Contributing Member ratio is low. How did they fix it? The answer
came from looking at Contributing Members by Cohort.
They found new members are intimidated
Looking at their members by 30 to 90 days and 1-year cohorts, they discover that
long-standing members feel very comfortable contributing and account for +80% of all
contributions! But new members, especially members in the first 30 days, rarely contribute.
To get new members to contribute faster, they started running special events for new
members, refreshed their community guidelines, created dedicated places for new members
to hang out, and tailored their content to generate conversations within the first 30 days of
joining the community.

Start Tracking This Metric with Mighty Insights™
Inside your Mighty Network, click on your profile image > Network Settings > Premium
Analytics > Go to Insights. You’ll see the cohort charts in the middle of your Members’
dashboard.

Metric #3: Member Post Percentage
Our last metric looked at increasing member contributions by cohorts. Looking at Member Post
Percentages—especially when filtered at the Course or Group level—can quickly show you the
path to making your community self-sustaining.
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Caption: An analytics dashboard showing the “Content” section of Mighty Insights™.
How to Use This Metric

Member Post Percentage is the proportion of posts written by Hosts versus those written by
members. The higher the percentage of member posts, the more self-sustaining the community.
This can be a great sign that members are sharing their stories, experiences, and ideas, and
helping each other out!
With Mighty Insights™, you can filter Member Post Percentage by Network, Course, and Group.
This shows you how specific strategies—like launching a new course—create powerful
connections and conversations between members, delivering an experience that is far more
valuable than content alone.
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Benefits of This Metric

● Understand how different types of content—such as Courses and Events—directly lift
member contributions.
● Get concrete data to inform experiments, new courses to offer, and the type of content
that sparks high-value engagement.

The metric in action:
A community for watercolor artists offered a wide range of online courses. While the courses
always generated a lot of discussion and activity, their main community was often silent. After
a course ended, members rarely log back in.
Filtering by popular courses
They filtered member posts by their most popular Courses. This showed them the types of
discussions during courses that interested members the most.
Using the “Top Members by Activity” and “Top Posts by Post Interaction” drilldowns in Mighty
Insights™, they were able to do a qualitative analysis of their ideal member and the topics and
discussions that had the most value for these members.
Finding what to invest in—and what to cut
These insights helped them invest in their main community in the right ways–lifting member
participation up after courses ended. They also used the sorting filter in Mighty Insights™ to
identify the posts with the least interactions, allowing them to cut those low-performing
actions from their weekly programming.

Start Tracking This Metric with Mighty Insights™
Inside your Mighty Network, click on your profile image > Network Settings > Premium
Analytics > Go to Insights. Go to the Content Dashboard > Select a Date Range > Choose the
Courses or Networks > Select the Courses you want to analyze > Hit the blue refresh button >
Scroll down to % Member Posts.
About Mighty Insights™
We’ve set a new standard for community analytics with Mighty Insights™. From understanding
members by cohorts to tracking subscription revenue, with a Mighty Network, you get all the
data you need to grow a business powered by community.
To get access to Mighty Insights™, start your free trial of The Business plan here.
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